ANTHEM FILING NO. 22
FINAL PLAT - NEIGHBORHOOD 14
A SUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 6 AND THE NORTH HALF OF SECTION 7, TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, CITY AND COUNTY OF BROOMFIELD, STATE OF COLORADO.
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MATCH SHEET 8 OF 11

NOTE:
FOR CURVE TABLE SEE SHEET 11 OF 11.
FOR BOUNDARY TIES TO TRACT DD SEE SHEET 2 OF 11.

LEGEND
- Utility only easement, front lot line
- Utility only easement, rear lot line
- Drainage only easement, side lot line
- Utility only easement
- Sewer only easement
- Existing grade as recorded
- Land corner as described
- Set R = 50' & C = 0'
- Existing drive
- Existing sidewalk
- Existing sewer

(2) 40' x 20' LOT

NORTHWEST PARKWAY

TRACT XX (OPEN SPACE)

TRACT YY

TRACT ZZ

SOUTH LINE AN LA RES 2, TELL知識, SEC 1, T11S, R88W, P14
4184.50'
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